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Embrace Your Soul Mate With the Ancient Knowledge of Chakras!Ã¢Ëœâ€ Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€  Read

this book for FREE on Kindle Unlimited - Download Now! Ã¢Ëœâ€ Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€ What are

chakras? How can working with them to help your health and relationships? How do you know if

your chakras are aligned or not?Hoping to restore balance, happiness and bliss in your life and

relationships? Have you ever considered that your chakras may not be balanced? When you

download Chakras For Lovers, you'll learn the basics of the 7 chakras and why balancing them is so

beneficial. You'll learn how to identify manifestations of balance and imbalance in each of the 7

chakras:Muladhara ChakraSvadhisthana ChakraManipura ChakraAnahata ChakraVishuddha

ChakraAjna ChakraSahasrara ChakraYou donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t need a Kindle device to read this book -

Just Download a FREE Kindle reader for your computer, phone, or tablet!Chakras For Lovers

explains the colors and stones associated with each chakra, and their effect on the:Root

chakraSacral chakraHeart chakraThroat chakraThird eye chakraCrown chakraYou'll also learn how

chakras affect your relationships, and how to balance your chakras for a better love life. There's

even an entire chapter on the heart chakra - and another on chakra couples. You'll be amazed at

the wealth of knowledge you can possess!Download Chakras For Lovers now, and start living and

loving better!Scroll to the top and select the "BUY" button for instant download.This book isn't just

for couples. The information provided in this book can help you improve all of the relationships in

your life. Improve yourself; improve your life!Don't miss this chance! Download today!
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A fine book about connecting with your mate in a spiritual way through the seven major chakras.

The author, Crystal Muss, explains to the layperson what a chakra is and describes the seven

chakras in detail and how to keep them balanced and functioning. If one or more of the chakras are

not in balance or blocked, it will be manifested negatively in our bodies in bad feelings or even

disease. She then moves on to "Chakra Couples" which really means the different types of couples

that are governed by the different chakras. The couple with be vibrating in the sames chakra at the

same time. For instance, my partner and I vibrate in the heart chakra which according to the author,

we are being governed by the heart and will mostly likely result in a good and lasting relationship.

I've always wanted to know more about chakras, mainly because I own those nice trinkets that are

somehow associated with the goodness of chakras. It's always been common to hear about rose

quartz being useful for those who want to attract love which makes it popular with single females

who believe in the theory of chakras. Obviously, as mentioned within the book, it is vital to maintain

the balance of the heart chakra so that couples can reach a better understanding of one another

and continue to feel the chemistry and attraction in the relationship. In any case, I choose to believe

that all chakras need to be balanced to maintain some harmony in our bodies and overall wellbeing.

The benefits of balancing Chakras in your body is impressive. No wonder there are still people

who's still doing this practice. Learned about crown Chakra which is my birth stone and pressure

points that balances our love life. Who would've thought that there is such? It's honestly the first

time I heard of it. Will probably sort out some of those points in order for me to get a decent love life.

I wish there was more about it from this book though, I feel like, there's a need to further expound it

like any steps or process that can also help for couples to do.

Very informative book on chakras. This book helped me understand the meaning of each chakra



and its connection to your life. This is a great book for beginners and more experienced in

mediation, covering the topic and exploring the idea of balancing and boosting your chakras. Also,

the way of how to energize your chakras is explained. The book outlines proven steps on how to

clear, balance, change and improve your life for good. Highly recommended.

I love this book. A guide on how to make relationship happier and stay longer. I believe in forever

that's why I believe in Chakras too. This is a guide on what kind of chakra and its color that suites

our needs in the relationship. I'd love to have Third-eye chakra for prosperity and happy

relationship. This is really helpful to those lovers that seem like in trouble. This is worth to share to

my friends and siblings.

Interesting! Have you ever wondered thought to yourself that you've having an "off" day and

wondered why? The author provides interesting insight to your various energies and how if even

one is "off," the effects compound. The author then takes it a step further into explaining how your

energies can have a positive and/or negative impact on your relationship. I could absolutely relate!

The book truly gave me that ah ha moment.

This book goes into detail about the different chakras, how they affect your emotions and thoughts,

and how you can manipulate them to make your life and relationships better. One interesting thing I

learned from this book was that there are different stones and colors associated with each chakra. I

think the book would have been better if it had some pictures showing the locations of the various

chakras.

Been curious about chakras since my friends mentioned this to me. Although I

donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t practice this, I want to learn more about this and why my friends have been

using such in their life, especially with their relationships with family, friends and love one. The

bookÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s very detailed that youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ll understand the basics of chakras

especially how to use them to enhance your life.
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